Independent Licensed BG-EHS Practitioner Program Application
1

Date of Application DD/MM/YY

2

Surname

3

Given Name(s)

4

Date of Birth DD/MM/YY

5

Contact Email(s)

6

Contact Tel. No(s).

7

Mailing Address

8

City

9

Province / State

10

Country

11

Postal Code

12

Occupation

13

Website (if applicable)

14

Foundation Training Completion Date

15

Instructor

16

Advanced Training Completion Date

17

Instructor

18

Briefly describe how you have worked with the applied
BG tools and techniques from the BG Foundation and
Advanced personal development courses to develop your
skills.

19

Give an example of any simple exercise that you have
structured to provide some pattern of reference to your
practice in the process of developing your skills.

20

If you have previously used mental dowsing, have you
been able to transition and separate to BG EnergyQuality Measurement (BG-EQM)? Please comment.

21

Briefly describe how you are planning to promote your
BG-EHS Practitioner service?

22

Do you intend to offer any other services or products to
clients alongside BG-EHS, and if so, are there any
considerations with regards to avoiding any potential
interference with the BG-EHS service?

23

Provide two photos identifying a horizontal Hartmann (or
Benker) and Curry planes, respectively, using masking
tape to mark the outer edges of the lines.

24

Balance three (3) different colored sheets of construction
paper using a BG Dial, across all ten BGQ centers on the
BG Archetype Ruler. Provide a photo of each BG Dial and
paper. You can use the same BG Dial for all 3 sheets, but
make sure to tear-up the 3 pieces of paper after
photographing.

25

I clearly understand that the scope of the BG-EHS
Independent Practitioner License is solely to provide BGEHS for existing residential homes to end-clients. I clearly
understand that the scope of the BG-EHS license does not
include any BioGeometry design services, or any form of
medical diagnosis or treatment. (e-signature; type name).

26

I hereby affirm that I am in good standing with regards to
the BioGeometry Student Agreement (e-signature; type
name).

27

I have read and clearly understood the BG-EHS
Independent Practitioner License Agreement
signature; type name).

(e-

*Kindly provide a copy of your resume with the completed application.

*Please email the completed application material to bgehs.info@BioGeometry.com. We hope to process and respond to all
applications within 4 weeks. Kindly be advised that admission into the BG-EHS program is not guaranteed.

BG-EHS Independent Licensed Practitioner Program Prospectus

BioGeometry environmental home solutions (BG-EHS) are a core application of BioGeometry,
and are based on over three decades of applied research and development, across various types
of environments and geographical locations. This work has shed light on the background
interactivity between the various sources of stress in our environment –electromagnetic
radiation (EMR), geopathic-stress (terrestrial radiation), building materials, and structure and
design elements- which are exponentially amplifying their overall effect at alarming and everincreasing rates.

The multi-faceted BioGeometry environmental research portfolio brings

awareness to the “electro-smog” phenomena -standing background compression-waves noise
resulting from the propagation and interactivity of EMR in the environment- and provides
solutions to harmonize their effect within a holistic environmental framework. The BG-EHS
program recognizes that our environmental health is a large part of our quality-of-life and
wellbeing.

The BG-EHS independent licensed practitioner program is at the forefront of the effort to
increase awareness regarding those overlooked and formidable environmental stress dynamics,
and offers effective solutions to harmonize their effects within existing homes.

The BG-EHS

program is based on a “home-centric” approach, wherein each individual home is given the
respect and dedication that it deserves as an integral component of the residents’ quality-of-life
and wellbeing. The BG-EHS practitioner service involves a thorough and comprehensive BG
energy-quality measurement (BG-EQM) investigation of the home, based on the BG-EHS EnergyKey Workflow Approach.

This is an abstract and holistic re-processing approach that is

interchangeably specific and general, as well as both structured and randomized, to achieve an
efficient work methodology with built-in BG-EQM workflow verification patterns. Accordingly,
centralized, specific (point-source), and layered (back-up) BioGeometry energy-quality balancing
solutions are implemented across the main areas of EMR, building materials, geopathic /
terrestrial radiation, structure and design elements, and water vitality.
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The BG-EHS program builds on the BioGeometry Foundation & Advanced personal development
curriculum courses. However, it is quite distinct in terms of the investigative effort and intensity
of the work required to achieve effective and sustainable field applications, as well as the legal
licensing relationship for commercial offerings. In the course of the BG-EHS training, relevant
concepts and techniques will be broken down and examined for comprehensive, thorough and
verifiable field application. Students will be introduced to new BG tools and methodologies
within the framework of the BG-EHS Work Protocol, and in accordance with the BG-EHS EnergyKey Workflow Approach. Students will work individually with experienced senior BioGeometry
instructors from Dr. Karim’s projects team, both during the on-site training and pursuant course
follow-up work. There will also be ongoing quality supervision and technical support in the
course of the BG-EHS license, in the effort to provide the highest quality of service, maintain
scientific and ethical integrity, and hopefully connect all our work and effort to bring about
positive change to our local and broader communities and planet.

Scope of the BG-EHS License

Subject to the terms and conditions of the BG-EHS Independent Practitioner License Agreement,
practitioners are granted the right to commercially offer BG-EHS services solely for existing
residential homes to end-clients, as independent licensed practitioners. The duration of the
license is three (3) years, with an annual fee of USD$99, and is renewable according to qualitycontrol benchmarks therein. The BG-EHS Independent Practitioner License Agreement does not
extend to homes under construction nor includes the commercial provision of BG design
services.

BG-EHS services are not a form of medical diagnosis or treatment, and should not

under any circumstances interfere with or replace conventional medical diagnosis or treatment.
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The BG-EHS Business Model

The BG-EHS practitioner license program is based on a viable but conservative supplementary
income model. Return on direct investment (beyond the Foundation and Advanced personal
development courses) can be achieved with the first few homes completed, but it is not
intended nor recommended to be a primary source of income. The financial component of the
business model is secondary to the quality of the work provided. Initially, BG-EHS practitioners
are encouraged to move slowly within the first term of the license as they develop their skills
and efficiency with the on-site work.
There is an inherent educational and awareness market-development curve associated with this
presentation to maintain the integrity of the work. The offering of the BG-EHS service is based
on a minimal marketing overlay to the applied research portfolio, and includes an educational
component to increase awareness for the merit of implementing BG-EHS services, based on
patiently guiding clients to connect and evaluate the BG research portfolio themselves.

Prerequisites

1. Completion of the BioGeometry Foundation & Advanced personal development curriculum
courses (levels 1-6). There is the reasonable expectation that students have devoted time and
effort to structured exercises within their own homes to develop their BG-EQM skills and
familiarize themselves with the BG tools and techniques presented in the foundation and
advanced courses. These skills include proficiency in the use of the IKUP, BG16, and BG
Horizontal & Vertical Dial Pendulums, as well as the BG Human Archetype Ruler. Students must
be able to demonstrate these skills, and provide examples of simple exercises that they’ve
structured to provide reference for their individual BG-EQM practice.
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2. Be in good standing with regards to the BioGeometry Student Agreement.
3. Please note that the nature of the BG-EHS practitioner work includes some physical exertion.
4. Kindly be advised that admission into the BG-EHS program is not guaranteed.

BG-EHS Practitioner Course Format & Cost

The BG-EHS course includes three full days of direct training in a small group setting (4-8
students), or two full days in an individual / semi individual setting (1-3 students), as well as
online follow-up with take-home exercises. Final evaluation is based on a set of applied tasks
within the framework of a home energy-balancing project, as well as a brief written assessment.
Upon successful completion, students will become eligible for the BG-EHS independent
practitioner license.
The individual training is generally offered on a monthly basis in Montreal, QC, Canada, and the
courses schedule is available on the BioGeometry website.

The cost of the BG-EHS course is

USD$1,600 including a full-home BG-EHS tools kit ($675 value).

To request application material please contact: bgehs.info@BioGeometry.com
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